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Chapter 39

Haoden Ye was also shocked when he heard Sun Yuxuan’s words, when he righteously
shook his head and said, “They lied, Sun Qian never told me these things.”

However, when the teachers heard his words, they all revealed a look of distrust.

“If you’re really good at it, why don’t you show us a couple of hands!” Sun Yuxuan
sneered.

Everyone listened and nodded their heads, but Master Zhang’s eyes flickered with cold.

He himself performed magic, if Haoden Ye really has such a skill, he can naturally
expose Haoden Ye among them.

When Haoden Ye heard Sun Yuxuan’s words, his face immediately turned red, what he
learned using the blue ball was Feng Shui, it wasn’t magic, how could he perform it.

“I… I can’t!” Haoden Ye blushed, he wanted to say that what Master Zhang performed
wasn’t a spell either, but a magic trick, but he had evidence he couldn’t find.

“Haha!” Master Zhang raised a smile to the heavens, a contemptuous smile in the
corner of his mouth, “I can’t believe that crooks are so rampant nowadays that they
even dare to talk nonsense about such a major matter as feng shui, if I hadn’t come
today and let him destroy the feng shui layout, the school would have been in danger!”

Hearing this, all the teachers turned pale.

“It’s outrageous that it’s a liar!”

“Fortunately, Sun Yuxuan brought the Master over, or else our school wouldn’t know
what misfortune would befall us!”



The teachers were filled with righteous indignation, and two of them were bad-tempered
and had already jerked up their sleeves to beat Haoden Ye.

Principal Zhang’s face was also very gloomy, and he grunted to Haoden Ye, “Mr. Ye,
although you are Sun Qian’s friend, it’s not right to deceive our teachers like this, do you
know the consequences of doing so?”

“Take him to the police department!” A teacher with an angry face.

But Principal Zhang is very sensible, if bar Haoden Ye sent to the police station, how
should we explain? It was said that he used Feng Shui to deceive people, but he was
clearly called in personally by himself, the principal.

“Forget it, let’s just solve the school’s problems first!” Principal Zhang sighed and then
said to a teacher, “Tell two security guards to see Mr. Ye and deal with him after his
problem!”

Sun Yuxuan and Master Zhang looked at each other at his words, a smirk appearing at
the corners of their eyes.

“I’ll destroy the remaining two brats right now!” Master Zhang smiled at the crowd,
holding two yellow papers in his hands, and two more flames burned up, followed by
two screams.

The crowd sighed as they watched, and one teacher couldn’t help but applaud already.

“Now that the kid has been eliminated, with a little modification to the feng shui layout
here, this won’t happen in the future!” Master Zhang humbled himself a bit, acting like a
superior person.

“Master is truly amazing!”

“It’s amazing to witness the miracle of feng shui first hand!” The teachers tutted.

Master Zhang had a smug smile on his face, and his eyes darted a quick glance at Sun
Yuxuan.



Sun Yuxuan also had a smug smirk on his lips, today’s move killed two birds with one
stone, not only did it get Haoden Ye into trouble, but it was also an open and
aboveboard modification of feng shui.

Several people followed Master Zhang, watching him perform the feng shui layout.

Haoden Ye followed in the middle of the crowd and listened carefully as well.

Soon, he discovered the problem inside Master Zhang’s layout.

Master Zhang obviously wanted to use the water splitting to transfer the fury of the girls’
dormitory to a certain few people, however, although his tactics were brilliant, they were
ill-considered, and there was always the possibility of the fury leaking out at any time.

After Master Zhang finished arranging the feng shui, he smiled amidst the admiring
gazes of the teachers and said, “This is foolproof, there will definitely be no ghosts here
in the future.”

The teachers were all relieved, and Principal Zhang’s heavy face became relaxed.

“Thank you so much, Master Zhang!” Principal Zhang revealed a look of heartfelt
gratitude to Master Zhang.

The other teachers also let out sounds of admiration, and Master Zhang’s eyes were
filled with pride inside.

Just at this time, a very abrupt voice sounded, “Headmaster Zhang, there is something
wrong with this master’s feng shui layout!”

The crowd turned their heads to look over, but they saw that it was none other than
Haoden Ye who was speaking.

Master Zhang’s eyes flashed with coldness, and his face went icy cold.

“Outrageous, we have all seen Master Zhang’s feng shui skills with our own eyes, you
said that his feng shui layout is incorrect, are you even better than Master?” Sun
Yuxuan sneered and looked at Haoden Ye with disdain.



“That’s right, it’s obvious that you don’t know anything, but you don’t pretend to
understand!”

“Why is this person still here, hurry up and send him to the police station, this kind of
person should be locked up.”

“Spouting nonsense, do you know how serious your actions are to the school?”

The teachers rose up in righteous indignation and blamed Haoden Ye.

Haoden Ye was a little scared when he heard their angry voices, but thinking about the
safety of the girls in the girls’ dormitory, he immediately gathered courage in his heart.

“This master’s water release layout uses the five elements to suppress grievances, but
he forgot about the school’s overall feng shui layout!” Haoden Ye said, pointing to a
mountain in the distance of the school, “This mountain is the Dragon Head Up Feng
Shui Bureau, with this feng shui bureau, it can suppress the evil spirits inside the school
to some extent, but once the master’s feng shui bureau is formed, it’s the same as
blocking the dragon’s head up dragon’s mouth, the girls’ dormitory is safe, but the evil
spirits in the rest of the school will make a mess!”

Headmaster Zhang and the teachers naturally couldn’t understand Haoden Ye’s words,
but Master Zhang’s face changed!

He had seen that mountain in the distance of the school, but he had never seen that it
was a dragon heads up feng shui layout, and it was only after Haoden Ye said that that
he took a closer look and found that there were indeed signs of a dragon heads up feng
shui layout!

This young man in front of him actually knew feng shui, and he was clearly much better
than himself.

It was true that his feng shui bureau only considered the girls’ dormitory and did not
consider the overall feng shui layout of the school.

Yet at this time, how could he admit his mistake.



“Hmph, it’s simply nonsense, do you know feng shui or not, who told you that the feng
shui master dragon on that mountain raised his head!” Grandmaster Zhang sneered,
rejecting Haoden Ye’s words in their entirety.

The teachers already trusted Master Zhang and naturally chose to believe his words.

“Don’t pretend to understand, I’ve been working in the school for so many years, how
come I’ve never heard of this dragon lifting the head feng shui layout of the school?”

“Yeah, when the school was built, it didn’t have a Feng Shui master, are you saying that
the school happened to be built on such a good Feng Shui bureau?”

“If you dare to harm us with your nonsense again, watch out I’ll do it!”

The teachers were glaring at Haoden Ye in anger, and just at this time, a sudden loud
bang came out, and the crowd turned their heads to look over, but they saw a school
building not far away, collapsing!
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The commotion woke up the sleeping students with a loud noise.

Thankfully, it was morning and there was no need to worry about any students being
inside the classroom, otherwise this time things would have gone very wrong.

Principal Zhang and the teachers were dumbfounded at the scene, and Haoden Ye’s
words couldn’t help but ring out in their minds, while Master Zhang and Sun Yuxuan
were also standing dumbfounded on the spot.

“Quickly… hurry up and call the fire department!” When everyone was stunned,
Principal Zhang’s voice rang out, when someone called for a fire truck, other teachers
also organized to check the situation around the school building.

The collapsed school building was a very old school building, located right near the
mountain that Haoden Ye pointed out, and it was originally intended to be demolished
and rebuilt, so there were no casualties.



Within a few minutes, Principal Zhang brought people to establish a quarantine zone
and control the students to keep them away from it, which was why he returned again.

“What the hell is going on here!” As soon as he returned, Principal Zhang glared at
Master Zhang and angrily chastised him, “Didn’t you say that everything was already
foolproof?”

Master Zhang was now pale and dumbfounded, unable to speak as he looked at the
teaching building.

“What an outrageous thing to say, what a bullshit master!” In anger, Principal Zhang
couldn’t help but burst into foul language as well, while turning around and smiling in
amends to Haoden Ye who was being watched by the two security guards, “Mr. Ye,
you’re really a tall man, I was confused and misplaced my trust in this person!”

He looked very worried, obviously worried that there would be bad things to follow.

Haoden Ye didn’t care about what had just happened, he was now most concerned
about the feng shui layout of the girls’ dormitory, because Master Zhang’s feng shui
layout was obviously to control bad luck inside the girls’ dormitory, there was no
guarantee that any time a girl would be in danger because of the fury.

Seeing the principal’s concern, Haoden Ye quickly consoled, “Don’t worry, the school is
fine for now, the most crucial thing now is to solve the problem of the feng shui layout on
this side of the girls’ dormitory!”

Principal Zhang nodded quickly and said to Haoden Ye, “Mr. Ye please tell us what we
should do!”

Haoden Ye nodded and said, “I need to take a look inside the dormitory first to
determine where the fundamental problem is!”

Headmaster Zhang nodded quickly and was about to move when a sudden shout of
anger came out, “Why is this person, Headmaster Zhang, here again!”

Principal Zhang turned his head to look over and realized that the person coming was
Director Li!



“Principal, isn’t this man the one who came to cause trouble this afternoon? Why do you
still let him come to school!” Director Li’s face was gloomy, but it was a questioning tone.

Principal Zhang was more lenient to his subordinates and didn’t get angry about it,
explaining the matter in a few words before saying, “I’m about to ask for Mr. Ye’s help
now.”

“Outrageous, Headmaster Zhang, we are a high school here, how can we believe in
such things as feng shui!” After hearing Principal Zhang’s explanation, Director Li
immediately showed his anger and pointed at Haoden Ye, “This person is clearly a
Jianghu liar, how come even you have fallen for it.”

“Surnamed Ye, how in the world did you deceive Principal Zhang and actually make
such a big thing, do you know that this is a criminal responsibility?” Director Li was
furious and chastised Haoden Ye.

Principal Zhang quickly explained, “Director Li, feng shui sounds like superstition, but
many universities are now conducting feng shui research, and I’ve witnessed Mr. Ye’s
feng shui skills with my own eyes!”

“Huh? Even if there really was a wizard who knew feng shui, would he be such a young
brat? Headmaster Zhang, just don’t insist, I won’t watch this kid fooling around in
school!” Director Li was resolute, his eyes stern as he looked at Haoden Ye, “Now get
out of the university campus and don’t let me see you here again!”

When Haoden Ye heard Director Li’s harsh words, his face couldn’t help but reveal
confusion, feeling that this Director Li was somewhat targeting him?

Principal Zhang, seeing that Director Li was so insistent, his face became serious and
said to Robert Shen, “Director Li, I can still make decisions about school matters! Before
I retired, I, Zhang Qiliang, was in charge of the school’s management, not you, the
director!”

“Principal Zhang! I now seriously doubt that you are mentally ill enough to hold the
position of Headmaster!” Of course, Director Li didn’t want Haoden Ye to make a move,
and even started to directly get angry at Principal Zhang.

This sentence immediately made many teachers’ faces change.



“Li Feng! What do you mean, are you unhappy with me as a principal?” Headmaster
Zhang was filled with anger and addressed Director Li.

“It’s not that I’m unhappy with you, Headmaster, I just think that you actually believe in
feng shui nonsense, you obviously have mental problems, how can you manage the
school with such a mental condition!” Director Li was also a little afraid of Principal
Zhang but could only harden his heart at this point.

“But now I’m still the school principal!” Principal Zhang sneered and turned his head to
Haoden Ye, “Mr. Ye, you can do whatever you want, I’ll take the blame if something
happens!”

Seeing that Principal Zhang was so determined, Director Li was out of options.

Everyone looked at Haoden Ye, and Haoden Ye’s heart was a little touched by Principal
Zhang’s character.

Haoden Ye nodded to Headmaster Zhang.

“Zhang Qiliang, I will definitely report you to the Education Bureau!” Director Li was also
seething with anger, sitting in a last-ditch effort.

“My father has connections in the Education Bureau, and if Principal Zhang continues to
insist, I will definitely report you as well!” Sun Yuxuan also jumped out at this point and
seriously threatened Principal Zhang.

However, Headmaster Zhang remained unmoved and took Haoden Ye to the girls’
dormitory.

At the entrance of the dormitory, Haoden Ye began to observe the feng shui situation,
while Sun Yuxuan, Master Zhang and Director Li gathered together.

“I’ve already called my dad, the education bureau leader will be here soon, Master
Zhang you try to stall, if Haoden Ye destroys the feng shui here, I’m not going to be
unlucky!” Sun Yuxuan looked anxious.

Master Zhang was also in a difficult situation, and could only comfort Sun Yuxuan,
“Don’t worry, Sun, I don’t think this kid may be able to unravel my feng shui layout, you



know that feng shui layout is difficult, unraveling it is even more difficult, the slightest
carelessness may cause the pattern of the feng shui layout to backfire, so without an
hour or two, he won’t be able to unravel it!”

Sun Yuxuan listened to his words, and hope reignited in his eyes.

However, right at this moment, Haoden Ye and Headmaster Zhang’s figures appeared
at the entrance of the dormitory.

“Headmaster Zhang, I’ve already seen the layout of this place in general, you bring a
few people with you!” Haoden Ye’s voice sounded.

“What!” Master Zhang couldn’t help but stare at me and muttered as if he was
demented, “He… he actually unlocked my feng shui bureau!”

You know, feng shui obscure and difficult to understand, generally not thirty years old
want to learn a small Chengdu difficult, Zhang master this skill or a famous teacher to
guide such, Haoden Ye only fart child, he even tender dare so quickly to solve the feng
shui problem?
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“Master, I thought you said it would take at least two hours? How did he see your feng
shui layout so quickly!” Sun Yuxuan was furious and questioned Master Zhang in an
angry voice.

Master Zhang also smiled bitterly, thinking to himself how did I know he was so
powerful.

“Maybe this kid is just for show, let’s follow him over there and take a look!” Master
Zhang followed with a glimmer of hope.

Although Sun Yuxuan was angry, he also knew that it was useless to be angry at this
time, and followed.

Soon, Master Zhang’s last shred of hope was also obliterated, but he saw the place
where Haoden Ye took them to, where he officially buried the Golden Buddha himself.



“Headmaster Zhang, this is the core of the Feng Shui Bureau, and as long as we dig up
the underground, the girls inside the dormitory will be safe!” Haoden Ye said to Principal
Zhang.

“Huh? Isn’t this the same place where Director Li took people to dig the underground
waterway a few days ago?” Haoden Ye had just finished speaking, and a teacher who
followed him over suddenly said.

Hearing this, everyone’s face changed!

Principal Zhang turned his head and looked at Director Li in stunned silence, “Director
Li, what’s going on!”

Director Li was pale with fright at this point, but still said forcefully, “This person is talking
nonsense, where is this feng shui bureau, it’s clearly a sewer, Principal Zhang you’re
obviously leading someone to mess with me!”

Hearing him throw dirty water at Principal Zhang, everyone present hinted at what they
understood.

“Dig this place up!” Principal Zhang sank down and ordered the security guards in an
angry voice.

“No digging!” Director Li was also open-minded, and angrily shouted at the security
guards who were about to do it, “Principal Zhang is mentally ill right now, and if you
listen to him, you have already violated school discipline, and if you listen to him, you
are also jointly responsible, so don’t work at the school in the future!”

A few security guards listened, having seen Haoden Ye’s feng shui, where did they care
whether they lost their jobs or not, if they didn’t follow what Headmaster Zhang said,
their lives could be lost.

They paid no attention to Director Li and found shovels to dig up the ground.

Suddenly, a golden Buddha with a big human head appeared in front of everyone’s
eyes!



When they saw this golden Buddha, everyone took a breath of cold air, how much
would it cost for such a large piece of gold!

Of course, there were also many people who couldn’t help but look at Haoden Ye with
awe in their eyes.

If the feng shui that Haoden Ye had just demonstrated had left them half-hearted, now
they could say that they were convinced of Haoden Ye.

“Li Feng! It’s really you messing with me, tell me what you’re doing!” Principal Zhang
looked angrily at Director Li’s dao.

Director Li was also a little bit guilty as he saw that the matter had been revealed, but he
was not afraid in the slightest and snorted, “What’s wrong, do I have a problem burying
a golden Buddha here? This golden Buddha is gold-plated and not worth much, so sue
me if you can!”

Headmaster Zhang looked puzzled, Feng Shui could not be used as evidence in law,
even if he knew Director Li was up to something, he could do nothing about it!

At the thought of this, Principal Zhang’s angry eyebrows were raised.

When the two of them quarreled, Haoden Ye had already walked to the side of the pit
and bent down to take out the golden Buddha, regardless of whether Director Li could
be brought to justice or not, let’s first break this feng shui that harmed the girls’
dormitory.

The moment the golden Buddha was removed, a silhouette suddenly flashed past his
eyes.

Haoden Ye subconsciously raised his head and felt his blood go cold all over.

The blue sky was white, but he saw a translucent girl figure standing in front of him, with
a cape and a pale face, looking terrifying.

The girl’s appearance was actually quite pretty, but now Haoden Ye couldn’t connect
this soul with pretty.



She didn’t look at Haoden Ye, a pair of empty eyes turned around in the crowd, and
finally locked onto Sun Yuxuan, slowly drifting over to him.

Haoden Ye’s gaze also landed on Sun Yuxuan, but he saw the girl walk behind Sun
Yuxuan and open her arms to hug him.

Sun Yuxuan, of course, could not see the girl, but was held by the girl for a moment,
feeling a chill behind, at this time he was looking at the quarreling Principal Zhang and
Director Li with a smirk on his face, calculating in his heart how to use the relationship
bar Principal Zhang to get off the stage.

Sensing Haoden Ye’s gaze, Sun Yuxuan immediately revealed a vicious look and said
coldly, “What are you looking at me for!”

Haoden Ye gently shook his head and said, “I’m not looking at you, I’m looking at that
girl!”

A girl? Sun Yuxuan was stunned, and then his face instantly turned pale, he turned
around in fear, but there was nothing behind him at all.

“You… what did you say girl, if you dare to scare me, believe me I’ll let you die here
today!” Sun Yuxuan angrily turned his head and roared at Haoden Ye, his voice not only
angry, but also fearful.

His voice drew everyone’s attention, and Principal Zhang and Director Li stopped
arguing.

“What girl are you guys talking about?” Principal Zhang also turned slightly pale,
remembering the girl he saw last night.

“You can’t see it, he’s right behind Sun Yuyuan hugging him!” Haoden Ye was busy
saying to Principal Zhang.

One sentence, made Sun Yuxuan’s blood all cold, standing fixedly on the spot, a
wetness inside his pants came.

Director Li’s face was also frighteningly white when he heard this sentence, and he was
busy distancing himself from Sun Yuxuan.



“Master! Is he telling the truth?” Sun Yuxuan suddenly turned around and addressed
Master Zhang.

Although Master Zhang had researched Feng Shui, he couldn’t see a human soul at all,
and he was terrified to hear Haoden Ye say that just now.

“Sh…what girl, he’s believing nonsense!” Master Zhang hurried to Sun Yuxuan, but he
still distanced himself from Sun Yuxuan, which was equivalent to affirming Haoden Ye’s
words.

“No matter what happens to me, it’s Sun Yuxuan and Master Zhang who told me to do
this, Li Mingyue, if you want revenge, go find them!” Director Li suddenly started
shouting madly.

Hearing this name, all the teachers present drew a big breath of cold air.

Wasn’t Li Mingyue the girl who had been drowned a few days ago? Did her death have
something to do with Sun Yuxuan?

Principal Zhang’s face turned even whiter, the girl he saw last night was precisely Li
Mingyue.

“Mr. Ye, what do you think we should do now!” Principal Zhang’s voice trembled as he
asked.

Haoden Ye didn’t know what to do, so he turned to Li Mingyue and said, “Li Mingyue,
you’re already dead, staying here will harm others!”

Hearing Haoden Ye call out his name, Li Mingyue slowly raised her head, a touch of
hatred flashing across her pale face.

“I don’t want to leave, I want Sun Yuxuan to pay for his life!” Li Mingyue slowed down.

Haoden Ye frowned and said to Sun Yuyuan, “What the hell did you do to her!”

Sun Yuxuan was now pale and frightened, “I just played with her for a few days and
dumped her, who would have thought she would commit suicide, it’s none of my
business, it’s all because her heart is too fragile!”




